
978-3-07-210052-6                                
schubi®ToGo 
Mirror Images  
24 coloured game cards (7,5 x 7,5 cm), two 

wing halves that are identical in shape and co-

lour mix make up a card pair (a butterfly), Inst-

ructions.

 978-3-07-210051-9                           
schubi®ToGo 
Patterns and Shapes   
24 coloured game cards (7,5 x 7,5 cm), two 

identical patterns in different colours make 

up a card pair, Instructions.

 978-3-07-210050-2                          
schubi®ToGo 
Quantities and Colours   
24 coloured game cards (7,5 x 7,5 cm) , the 

same number of UFOs in the same colour

combinations and a Martian with the same 

number of stars in the same colour

combination make up a card pair, Instructions.

978-3-07-210053-3                         
schubi®ToGo 
Figure and Shadow   
24 coloured game cards (7,5 x 7,5 cm), a 

child figure and its corresponding shadow 

make up a card pair, Instructions.

www.schubi.com

 schubi®ToGo – Eight new visual perception games 
 

Figure-ground-perception, visual differentiation, perception of size, shape permanence, but also spatial perception and spatial relationships as well as hand-eye coordination: visual perception 
plays a central role in early years / preschool intervention programmes and is a prerequisite for developing literacy and numeracy skills during the first two years at school. The games series  
schubi ToGo offers games which target essential aspects of visual perception. Regardless of whether there are Martians and their UFOs, sail boats or colourful ocean fish: while playing exciting 
game variations, the children practise recognising, comparing, differentiating and correctly relating shapes, colours, figures, shadows, patterns, mirror images, positions, quantities and symbols.

Suitable for: children from 4 - 8 years, early intervention (nursery), therapy (Occupational Therapy etc.), after-school care, individual and small group (2 - 4 players) interventions.

NOVELTIES



 978-3-07-210055-7                        
schubi®ToGo 
Letters and Colours   
24 coloured game cards (7,5 x 7,5 cm), two 

boats in the same colours or two different

coloured boats but with the same letter on 

the sail make up a card pair, Instructions.

 978-3-07-210076-2                         
schubi®ToGo 
Right – Left – Top – Bottom   
24 coloured game cards (7,5 x 7,5 cm), the 

same coloured flowers at the same level in 

the grass make up a card pair, Instructions.

 978-3-07-210054-0                             
schubi®ToGo 
Numbers and Quantity   
24 coloured game cards (7,5 x 7,5 cm), a 

number of footballs and a football player 

with the corresponding number on his foot-

ball shirt make up a card pair, Instructions.

 978-3-07-210075-5                           
schubi®ToGo 
Quantity – Patterns – Shapes   
24 coloured game cards (7,5 x 7,5 cm), the 

same number of the same shape of fish

with the same pattern make up a card pair, 

Instructions.

www.schubi.com
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